Emergency Contact Information

For Immediate Response to a Serious and Imminent Danger
*Examples:* fire, serious injury, or acute chemical exposure

- V.U. Police/Public Safety  Police/Fire/Ambulance  9-4444

For minor injuries
*Examples:* small cuts and burns, or mild chemical exposure

- Joe Kasopsky  Storeroom, Mendel 381  9-5278
- Janean Tiggett  Staff Chemist/Storeroom, Mendel 312  9-7394
- Michelle Corso  Staff Chemist/Storeroom, Mendel 212  9-6348
- Eydiejo Kurchan  Sr. Staff Chemist/ Safety Officer  9-7481 or 484-367-5884

For chemical spills

- Eydiejo Kurchan  Safety Officer  9-7481 or 484-367-5884
- Janean Tiggett  Staff Chemist/Storeroom Mendel 312  9-7394
- Michelle Corso  Staff Chemist/Storeroom Mendel 212  9-6348

For injuries and spills that occur after-hours

- Public Safety  Police/Fire/Ambulance  9-4444
- Eydiejo Kurchan  Safety Officer  484-367-5884

Non-emergency safety protocols can be found in the Chemistry Department’s Chemical Hygiene Plan.

More information can be found in
Villanova University’s Emergency Guidebook
located by the telephone in each lab: